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1. Introduction 
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Since the early 1990s, Civil-Military Cooperation and its abbreviation  

CIMIC is the controversial term of a heated debate within the civilian,  

humanitarian and military community regarding their relationship with 

each other.  

 

Today’s military operations take place in complex environments. The  

military, multiple civilian and humanitarian institutions have to face a  

challenging and broader range of issues. In various cases the military 

has been confronted with tasks that are not precisely 'military' in nature. 

This has increased the importance of managing the civil-military 

interface, predominantly the one between the military and the 

humanitarian organisations. This process of management is frequently 

described as Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC).  



Discussing CIMIC bears some difficulties. So far a universally accepted 

and coherent definition has not emerged within the community.  

 

Numerous actors refer to CIMIC in a variety of contexts, with differing 

meanings and in a multitude ways of interpretations.  

 

There is also a certain amount of confusion about the differences of Civil-

Military Relations (CIMIR) and CIMIC. Usually CIMIR is taken to include 

a wider range of matters ranging from the issue of civilian-political control 

of the military to all forms of interaction between the military and the 

wider society.  

 

Some organisations, like NATO, view CIMIC as a part of CIMIR, whereas 

others do not make a noticeable distinction between them. 
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The term CIMIC is used mainly in two different contexts:  

 

1. CIMIC, equated to CIMIR, as a collective term for all kinds of  

interaction and points of contacts of civilian organisations and the  

military.  

 

2. CIMIC as a military doctrine and as a part of CIMIR. 
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UN-CIMIC is a military staff function that facilitates the interface between the 

military and police and civilian components of a UN mission, as well as  

between the military force and all other civilians in the mission area, including 

humanitarian and development actors, local authorities, donor  

agencies, etc.  
 

UN-CIMIC is thus conducted by military staff and contingents in UN PKO at 

operational (mission HQ or national) and tactical (sector HQ and units, or 

provincial and local) levels.  
 

UN-CIMIC facilitates the interface between the UN military force and  

its civilian partners, among them the civilian components of the UN mission, 

UN Police, UN agencies, non-governmental organizations, host national 

government, and civil-society organizations.  
 

Coordination encompasses activities undertaken, and/or facilitated by military 

components of UN integrated missions, across the full spectrum of  

UN peacekeeping operations, particularly as part of integrated assessments, 

analysis, planning, execution, and monitoring and evaluation. 
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“The interaction between the Alliances forces and the civil 

environment (both governmental and non-governmental) in 

which they operate is crucial to the success of operations.  

 

Civil-military cooperation is interdependent: military means 

are increasingly requested to assist civil authorities; at same  

time civil support to military operations is important for 

logistics, communication, medical support, and public affairs.  

 

Cooperation between the Alliance’s military and civil bodies 

will accordingly remain essential.” 
 

NATO: The Alliance’s Strategic Concept, 2010 
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2. National cooperation and networking 

 

Military  
(Armed Forces) 

Education 
-Univrsities 
-Schools 
-Research Orgs 
-- … 

 
Police 

 

Traffic  
Safety 

Organisations 

Driving 
Schools 

Roads 
Management 
Organisations 

Industry/Contractors: 
-Vehicle producers 
-Spare parts 
producers/suppliers 
-Vehicle maintenance 
-- …  

Media Population 
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2. National cooperation and networking 

 
The ways for national cooperation/networking 

 

-Meetings, visits… 

-Contracts 

-“Open door” days 

-Exchange information, knowledge, experience… 

-Common activities (exercises, conferences, exhibitions, 

research projects, …) 

-Exchange “experts” (guest speakers) for independent 

activities 

-… 
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3. International cooperation and networking 

From CIMIC to CMI - Contribution to a comprehensive approach 
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3. International cooperation and networking 

 

1. In operations (NATO/UN) 

 

2.  Out of operations (“peace-time”) 
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3. International cooperation and networking 

The ways for international cooperation/networking 

 

-Bilateral meetings, visits, … 

-Multilateral meetings, visits, … 

-Through the international organisations (ECRAF, EDA, ETSC, 

NATO M&T Panel, FIA, TISPOL, PRI, …) 

-Exchange information, knowledge, experience 

-Common activities (exercises, conferences, exhibitions …) 

-Exchange “experts” (guest speakers) for independent 

activities 

-… 
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4. ECRAF as a place for exchange experience 

-International (European+) organisation 

-Exchange experience and knowledge 

-ECRAF Networking 

-Congresses, Visits 

-National Road Safety days 

-Web page, Newsletter 

-Common projects, maybe  

-… 
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5. Effects 

-Improve road safety 

-Save a money/budget 

-Reducing of losses 

-Better understanding 

-Better confidence 

-Promotion of “the best practice” 

-Better public image 

-… 

“Don’t  learn  from  own  mistakes” 
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QUESTIONS 


